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1.Q1 The development of radio equipnsnt to
provide broad-band circuits over which

video (television) signals or carrier chan-
nels may be transmitted has led to the use
of frequencies commonly referred to as micro-
waves. For purposes of this section, micro-
waves may be considered as electromagnetic
radiation having a frequency greater than
1,000 megacycles (1,000 million cycles) per
second.

1.02 Equipmnt components which operate at
microwave frequencies are vastly dif-

ferent from those used at lower frequencies
such as in broadcasting or mobile radio
service. Transmission lines are replaced
by waveguides, tuned (LC) circuits are re-
placed by resonant cavities, and conventional
electron tubes are replaced by special tri-
odes, velocity-nmdulatedtubes, or magnetrons.

1.03 A form of velocity-modulated tube known
as a reflex oscillator, or Klystron,

is used almost exclusively in Bell System
equipment as a generator of microwave energy.
Since operation of this device on proper
frequency requires the adjustment of three
separate controls, a knowledge of its theory
is of help in tuning the microwave apparatus,
and in locating trouble in connection with
maintenance work.

1.04 The following 8ections are devoted
almost exclusively to a non-mathematical

description of the theory of op8ration of the
reflex-oscillator tube. A thorough, broad
knowledge of electron tube theory is ass-d
at least to the extent outlined in B.S.P.
AB46.001, Vacuum Tubes.

2. MICROWAVE OSCILLATORS

2.01 An analogy to other types of electron
tube oscillators may be helpful in

understanding the operation of a reflex
oscillator. In Figure 1 are shown picture
schematics of a conventional triode oscil-
lator (a), a dual-cavity Klystron (b), and
a magnetron (c). Figure 1 (d) is an equiva-
lent circuit schematic which may be con-
sidered applicable to all three oscillators.
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2.02 In the triode of Figure 1 (a), as in
the gap of the second cavity of the

velocity variation tube of Figure 1 (b) and
in the interaction space of the magnetron
oscillator of Figure ~ (c), electrons are
driven against r.f. fields set up by the
resonator or “tank circuit”, to which they
give UP energy absorbed from the primary
DC source. Ih each type of oscillator there
is operative a mechanism of “bunching” which
allows electrons to interact with the r.f.
field primarily when the interaction will
result in energy transfer ~ the r.f. field.

2.03 In the triode oscillator energy transfer
is accomplished by the grid, whose r.f.

potential is supplied by the “tank .circuitn
in proper phase with respect to the r.f.
potential on the anode (plate). In the
velocity variation oscillator, bunching is

accomplished by variation of the electron
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velocities In the gap of the first cavity,
followed by drift through the intervening
space to the second gap. The first cavity
is drtven in proper pha8e by a feed back
lti from the second cavity. In the magnetron
oscillator, electron interaction with the
r.f. fields is such as to group the electrons
Into bunches or “spokes” which sweep past
the gaps in the anode, in phase for favorable
interaction with the r.f. fields across the
gaps.

2.04 m the reflex type of velocity variation
oscillator a single cavity 1s used

both as “buncher” and “catcher” where the
electrons after traversing the gap once,
are turned back in the proper phase in tlm
drift space so as to pass through the gap
again in the opposite direction.

3. REFLEX OSCILLATORS

3.01 An idealized reflex oscillator Is
shown schematically in Figure 2. It

has, of course, a resonant sircult or “reso-
nator”. This may consist of a pair of grids
forming the “capacitance” of the circuit
and a single turn toroidal coil forming the
“inductance”of the circuit. Such a resonator
behaves just as do other resonsnt circuits.
Power may be derived from it by means of a
coupling loop linking the magnetic field of
the single turn coil. An electron stream
of uniform current density leaves the cathode
and is shot across the “gap” between tk two
grids, traversing the radio-frequemy field in
tile ~p in a fractkm of a cycle. In crossing
the gap the electron stream is velocity modu-
lated; that is, elsctronscrossingat different
ttis gain different amounts of kinetic energy
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Fig. 2

from the radio-frequency voltage across th
gap. The velocity modulated electron stream
is shot toward a negative repeller electrode
which sends It back across the gap. In the
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“drift space” between the jzaDand the reDeller
the eleCbXI Stream becom-s””bunched” &d thg
bunches of electrons passing through the
radio frequency field in the gap on the
return transit can give up power to the
circuit if they are returned in the proper
phase.

3.02 The vital features of the reflex oscil-
lator are the bunching which takes

place in the velocity modulated electron
stream In the retarding field between the
gap and the repeller and the control of the
returning phase of the bunches provided by
the adjustment of the repeller voltage. The
analogy of Figure 3 explains the cause of
ths bunching. The retarding drift field may
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be likened to the gravitational field of the
earth. The drift time is analogous to the
ti~ a ball thrown upwards takes to return.
If the ball is thzmwn upward with eoum medium
speed Vo, it will return in some time to.
If $t is thrown upward with a low speed V2
smaller than V. the ball wtll return in
some the t2 smailer than to. If the ball
is thrown up with a epeed VI greater than
vo, it returns In som time tl greater than
to. Now imagine three balls thrown upward
in succession, evenly spaced but with large,
medium, and small velocities, respectively.
As the ball first thrown uptakes a longer
time to return than the eecond, and the
third takes a shorter time to return than
the second, when the balls return the time
intervals between arrivals will bt.leas than
between their departures. Thus tinw-position
“bumhlng” occurs wlmn the projection velocity
with which a uniform stream of particles
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enters a retarding field is progre8slvely
decreased.

3.03 Figure 4 demonstrates such bunching as
it actually takes place in the retarding

field of a reflex oscillator. An electron
crossing the gap at phaae A Is equivalent
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to the first ball since its velocity suffers
a maximum increase, an electron crossing at
phase B corresponds to the ball ofveloclty
V. where for the electron V. corresponds to
the d.c. injection velocity, and finally an
electron creasing at phase C corresponds to
the third ball since it has Suffe=d a ~i-
mum decrease in its velocity. The electrons
tend to bunch about the electron crossing
at phase B. In this process no energy is
taken from the cavity since as many elec-
trons give up energy as absorb it.

3.04 The next step In the process is to
bring back the grouped electrons”in

such a phase that they give the maximum
energy to the r.f. field. Refer to Figure &
At point B the gap voltage is changing most
rapidly from accelerating to retarding for
electrons going from the cathode toward the
repeller. Three-quarters of a cycle later,
such as point D, the gap voltas3 has a maximum
retarding value for electrons returning thru
the gap. Under &is condition maximum energy
is transferred from the bunched beam to the
r.f. field existing in the gap. This iS

true also for l-3/4 cycles, 2-S/4 cycles,
n + 3/4 cycles. Hence as Figure 4 shows if
the time electrons spend in the drift space
is n +3/4 cycles, the electron bunches will
rsturn at such time as to give UP enera to
the resonator most effectively.

3.05 We may swmnarize as follows: A reflex
oscillator consists essentially of a

source of electrons (filament or cathode)
which are formed into a beam and accelerated
by a po~ltlve voltage, VO, on a pair of grids

betweenwhich a radio-frequencyvol* exists.
As the electrons pass through the grids they
are accelerated or retarded depending on
whether the r.f. voltage aids or opposes the
direction of motion. “After the electrons
pass through the grids they tend to group
into bunches as the faster electrons catch
up with the electrons which have been slowed
down. Since an electric current is measured
by the number of electrons which pass a
given point at a given instant, it is seen
that the electron beam has become en alter-
nating current (superimposed on a direct
current) which rises and falls at the sam
frequency as the r.f. voltage across the
grids.

3.06 Beyond the grids the electron current
comes tier the influence of a negative

voltage, Ew
repeller. l%% %%& i%~r~;~?hc%%t%
of the negative electrons and causes them
to pass again through the space between the
two grids, tnaveling in the opposite direction.
By properly adjusting the repeller voltage
the electron stream will return to the grids
at a time when it will assist in building
up the r.f. voltage which exists across them.
This occurs when the time interval in cycles
between leavin the rids and returning 1s
3/4, 1 + 3/4, ~ + 3/~, n + 3/4, where n is
any integer.

3.07 A resonant cavity, of which the two
grids form a part, determines the fre-

quency at which the Klystron will oscillate.
A cEJchani&l adjust-.nt of the spacing between
the grids varies the capacity of the resonant
cavity and provides a coarse ~thod of tuning
the Klystron. A fine control of frequency
is obtained by varying the repeller voltage
slightly. This causes the electron beam to
eitlxm lag the r.i’.voltage (inductive effect)
or lead the r.f. voltage (capacitive effect).
A change of either inductive or capacitive
reactance will change the frequency.

3.08 Figure l(d) gives an equivalent electri-
cal circuit which may be used .torepre-

sent the action of a reflex oscillator. ZL
denotes the impedance of the load, i.e.,
antenna, crystal mixer or other device to
which energy is delivered. In a properly
adjusted circuit this will be a purere-
sistance, ~. “Gc represents the conductance
of the resonator and is the reciprocal of
Rc, the equivalent resistance causing copper
losses and other resonator losses. C is the
capacitance of the resonator gap and may be
computed from the cross-sectional area and
spacing of the resonator grids. L is the
equivalent inductance which will make the
resonant frequency l/(2wJT6) equal to that
of the cavity. Ye, the admittance of the
electron beam, is the reciprocal of the
impedance seen by the electron beam. It
is somewhat, analogous to the reciprocal of
the plate resistance in a conventional triode.
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3.09 An equation for the beam admittance is:

ye=
where B =

x=

-B$
+

. 2BIoJI (x
1 El ~ (- Cos @ + j Sin$)

beam coupling coefficient of the
gap and equals 1, or less.

El

‘%
= bunching parazmter.

10 = Direct beam current.
12 = ZIOJ1 (X) sin (wt2-2mN) =,r.f.

component of beam current.
N = n+3/4 = no. of cycles during transit

tti in reflectionspace.
El = peak value of r.f. voltage at

resonator gap.
JI(x) = Bessel function of the first

kind.
tz= Arrival tti of returningelectrons.
# = 2wN s 2w(n+3/4) = phase angle of 12
n = any integer.

3.10 A plot of the equation for Ye is given
as Figure 5:
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oscillator circuit, and (2) oscillation
will still take place although a susceptive
(reactive) component of beam admittance
is present. This susceptive component will
change the frequency of oscillation by adding
either inductance or capacitance to the
reactance of the resonator alone.

4. TUNING CONTROLS

4.01 From the equivalent circuit of Figure
l(d) and the equation for Ye it is

evident that the frequency of oscillation
may be changed by adjusting three variables,
as follows:

(1) The value of C or L of the resonator
may be varied.

(2) The value of Ye may be changed to
providedifferentvaluss of susceptance.

(3) The coupling to the load, Z~, may be
such that a reactive component is

present in the oscillating circuit, i.e.,
load is not a pure resistance, .R~.

4.02 The value of C of the resonator 1s
most easily changed by mechanically

varying the gap between the two grids. This
is performed by a tuning bow built onto the
usual type of reflex oscillator tube. This
tuning adjustment is usually referred to as
the coarse frequency control.

4.03 Electronic tuning of reflex oscillator
tubes, usually called fine frequency

control, is performed by varying the negative
repeller voltage. As Indicated in Figure 5,
small variations of phase angle, $ = 2wN,
caused by changes of repeller voltage,intro-
duce susceptance into the tuned circuit which
varies the frequency. With further changes
of repeller voltage, and resultant phase
angle, a value will be reached where the
tube will cease oscillating. TMs condltlon
will contl.nuewith changing repeller voltage
until the period during which the electrons
remain in the drift space is either Increased
or decreased by approximately one full cycle.
This represents a charge in value of N by
unity, and oscillations will again start at
approximately the frequency determined by
the LC value of the resonator. Several such
periods of oscillation, termed modes, may be
found while the repeller voltage Is varied.
Each mode represents a change in drift period
of one cycle from the modes adjacent. Figure
6 indicates the modes for a 21@5 ascill~tor
for various settings of.the mechanical, or

The real pkrt or conductance component (re- coarse tuning control.
ciprocal of resistance) is plotted as a
solid curve, while the imaginary, or sus- 4.04 Maximum efficiency of power transfer
ceptance component (reciprocal of reactance) to an external load Is obtained when
is DIOtted as a dashed curve. acainst the the external conductance is eaul aDDroxi-

place wfienever
the beam equals
ductance which

pha~e angle @. Two features a~e evident
from Figure 5: (1) oscillation will take

the negative conductance of
and cancels tb cavity con-
causes energy losses in the

mately to half the available ‘small-~ignal
conductance, that is, half the difference
between the electronic beam conductance and
the resonator conductance. ‘lhismeans that,
regardless of the mode, if the generator
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18 ooupled to the load oonduotance for mmci-
mum output ; then6 Ii’that oonduc tance ia
slightly more than doubled oaolllation will
oeaae. In all presently used Bell System
equipment, the coaxial output llne of th
reflex oscillator tube is ooupled to a wave-

?’
lde thru an impedance matching transducer

a form of tranafornmr). The probe from tlm
transducer which extends into tlm wavegulde
radiates in all directions. Reflections
from the rear plunger and side walls of tti
*aveguide establish a standing-wave pattern
whioh determines the impedance at the point
where the probe is inserted. In order that
the standing-wave ratio may be close to
unity and a gcod impedance ~tch obtained,
it is necessary in most designs that the
rear plunger be nmde adjustable so that its
distance from the probe may be varied to
permit 21SUlmumpower tranafer at the desired
frequency. Changes of position of this
plunger may change the value of reaotanoe
which is reflected back into the resonator
of the oscillator tube and thereby change
the frequency.

5. MODULATION

5.01 A reflex osolllator tube my be &e-
quency modula~ed by applying the modu-

lating signal to the repeller plate in series

with the repeller voltage, ENP. As long
as the maximum signal voltage 1s a small
percentage of E-P the frequency of oscil-
lation will vary in a linear manner with
the signal. Very little amplitude modulation
will occur if carrier frequency has been
centered at the peak of the power output
curve, since the power output curve 1s rela-
tively flat for several mgacycles either
side of the peak power,

5.02 Amplitude mdulatlon Is not desirable
for reflex oactllator tubes but ia

sometimes used so that a single crystal
rectifiernmy be ueed u a receiving detector.
Amplitude modulation may be obtained by
applying the modulating signal to the reso-
nator in series with the aocelenting voltage,
Vo. The beam current, k, will vary directly
with the modulating voltage and this will
produce a power output which varies with the
desired signal.
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